Growth Policy Summit 2021

Friday December 3 2021
For more information visit: cnegps.com

SHERATON PUERTO RICO HOTEL
CONVENTION CENTER DISTRICT
Welcome to a Brave New World

Governments all around are decoding post-pandemic realities and charting new pathways forward. The moment is ripe for boldly reimagining a more prosperous, equitable and sustainable future. Fresh challenges have arisen. Bold policy questions are being posed. New answers are needed.
What about Puerto Rico?
How can we chart a new roadmap in the midst of this new reality?
A game-changing forum

An extraordinary event that will daringly assess Puerto Rico’s position within this perplexing juncture, spur thoughtful discussion and provoke meaningful action.

How do we get Puerto Rico back on a path towards growth?

How do we leverage the reconstruction process?

How have the bankruptcy process and the pandemic affected our ability to rebound?

How can we finally be successful in charting a new roadmap this time?

Click the image for a look at our past event BlackStart.
Agenda

- **A New Economic Model?** Drawing lessons from the past and crafting pathways for future growth
- **Models of Success** A comparative look at countries that have succeeded in economic turnarounds
- **A Federal Response** Federal policies to create a stronger economic foundation
- **Manufacturing and Taxes** Tax policies to nurture long-term sustainable development
- **Education and Workforce** Building human capital and its link to economic development
- **Institutions and State Capacity** How to strengthen state capacity
- **Evidence-Based Policymaking** Evidence-based policies as an essential component for expanding opportunity and equity

It’s a brave new world.
Join us in daringly rethinking the road ahead.
Who will attend?

CNE GPS 2021 is for everyone interested in participating in thought-provoking discussions and igniting meaningful change.

A dynamic mix of thought-leaders, policymakers and global innovators will come together in a provocative high-level debate conducive to generating fresh ideas, broad engagement and a transformative path forward.
About CNE

The Center for a New Economy (CNE) is a nonpartisan, nonprofit, independent organization that exists at the cross section of policy, business, economics and empirical research. As Puerto Rico’s first and most influential Think Tank, CNE is helping chart an economic transformation agenda for the island. CNE’s work has been crucial in providing solutions to Puerto Rico’s most pressing economic development problems. For over two decades, CNE has relentlessly represented Puerto Rico’s best interests in San Juan and Washington D.C. Our track record of influence and impact speaks for itself and is unparalleled in Puerto Rico.

Having testified before Congressional committees and briefed Congressional staff, our team of experts is sought out by officials in the US Treasury, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the White House, and the US Congress who are intent on receiving balanced expertise, analysis and policy counsel on Puerto Rico to arrive at bipartisan solutions. CNE reports and analyses are regularly cited by numerous academic and policy publications and also covered by top media outlets in the United States, Latin America, Europe and Asia.

Since 2014, CNE has been recognized as one of the Top Think Tanks to Watch by the Global Think Tank Report of the University of Pennsylvania.
Previous Speakers

Anderson Cooper
Anchor & Correspondent, CNN

Joseph E. Stiglitz
Nobel Laureate Economist & Professor, Columbia University

Fareed Zakaria
Best-Selling Author, Political Analyst & Host of CNN’s GPS

Ana M. García Blanco
Executive Director, Institute Nueva Escuela

Fred Krupp
President, Environmental Defense Fund

Lorraine Akiba
Former Commissioner, State of Hawaii Public Utilities Commission

William C. Dudley
Former President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York

José Antonio Ocampo
Former Undersecretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations
An event across continents

Sheraton Puerto Rico Hotel at the Convention Center District

Lounge format following social distancing practices.

One event, three cities
San Juan + D.C. + Madrid

**CNE** is closely monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic and mindful of the rising health concerns. Though our expectation is to host the event in person, we are open to shifting to virtual sessions if the situation so requires.
Why become a Sponsor of CNE’s Growth Policy Summit?

- Work on a shared vision of a more prosperous, equitable, and sustainable future
- Take advantage of this opportunity and go beyond merely refurbishing the old
- Explore fresh alternatives to establish new paths forward
- Support evidence-based policymaking at a time where misinformation divides our society
- Wield your resources and leadership to construct a legacy for generations to come
- Transform your extraordinary sense of hope and optimism for Puerto Rico into action
- Audaciously charter a transformative agenda for Puerto Rico

Let’s work together to achieve a sensible medium and long-term plan for Puerto Rico!
Presenting Sponsor
Investment: $75,000

- Exclusivity in your industry
- Title Sponsorship of VIP Networking Cocktail with conference speakers, other sponsors and Team CNE
- Participation in CNE’s Growth Commission Working Group
- 10 VIP conference passes in exclusive lounge area for your team or guests
- 15 additional general seating conference passes
- Acknowledgement of sponsorship in the Growth Policy Summit proceedings
- Branding opportunities:
  - Brand presence at the event entrance and lounge area plus main stage
  - Sponsorship recognized during the conference
  - Company logo & details included in the official post-summit video highlight reel
- Company logo included in all event promotional channels such as digital and print media ads, social media posts, press conferences, and digital program
- Company logo & details shared on event website

Complimentary copies of the Executive Summary of CNE & Brookings Institution’s book Restoring Growth: The Economy of Puerto Rico for your management team
Summit Sponsor
Investment: $50,000

- Exclusive sponsorship of one of the summit's panels
- Access to VIP Networking Cocktail with conference speakers for your VIP team or guests
- 8 VIP conference passes in reserved lounge area for your team or guests
- 10 additional general seating conference passes
- Acknowledgement of panel sponsorship in the Growth Policy Summit proceedings
- Branding opportunities:
  - Brand presence at the event entrance and lounge area plus main stage
  - Sponsorship recognized during the conference
  - Company logo & details included in the official post-summit panel's video highlight reel
  - Company logo included in all event promotional channels such as digital and print media ads, social media posts, press conferences, and digital program
- Company logo & details shared on event website
- Complimentary copies of the Executive Summary of CNE & Brookings Institution's book Restoring Growth: The Economy of Puerto Rico for your management team
Growth Sponsor
Investment: $25,000

- Access to VIP Networking Cocktail with conference speakers for your VIP team or guests
- 5 VIP conference passes in a reserved seating area for your team or guests
- 5 additional general seating conference passes
- Acknowledgement of sponsorship in the Growth Policy Summit proceedings

- Branding opportunities:
  - Brand presence at the event entrance and lounge area plus main stage
  - Sponsorship recognized during the conference and in the official post-summit video highlight reel
  - Company logo included in all event promotional channels such as digital and print media ads, social media posts, press conferences, and digital program
  - Company logo & details shared on event website

- Complimentary copies of the Executive Summary of CNE & Brookings Institution's book *Restoring Growth: The Economy of Puerto Rico* for your management team
Legacy Sponsor
Investment: $15,000

- Access to VIP Networking Cocktail with conference speakers for your VIP team or guests
- 5 VIP conference passes in a reserved seating area for your team or guests
- Branding opportunities:
  - Brand presence at the event entrance
  - Sponsorship recognized during the conference
  - Company logo included in digital program
  - Company logo on event website
- Complimentary copies of the Executive Summary of CNE & Brookings Institution's book Restoring Growth: The Economy of Puerto Rico for your management team
FOR INFORMATION ON SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES, PLEASE CONTACT:

Ana I. Martel  |  (787) 622-1120  |  info@grupocne.org